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Abstract
The concurrency theory literature contains many proposals for models of
process algebras. We consider an example application of the  -calculus, the programming language Pict of Pierce and Turner, primarily in order to see how far
it is possible to argue, from facts about the application, that some model is the
most appropriate. We discuss informally the sense in which the semantics of Pict
relates to the behaviour of actual implementations. Based on this we give an operational model of the interactions between a Pict implementation (considered
as the abstract behaviour of a C program) and its environment (modelling an
operating system and user). We then give a class of abstract machines and a
definition of abstract machine correctness, using an adapted notion of testing,
and prove that a sample abstract machine is indeed correct. We briefly discuss
the standard of correctness appropriate for program transformations and the induced precongruence. Many of the semantic choices do indeed turn out to be
determined by facts about Pict.

1 Introduction
The concurrency theory literature contains many proposals for models of process algebras, as can be seen for example from the surveys by van Glabeek [Gla90, Gla93]
of certain models that are quotients of labelled transition systems (LTS’s). This diversity poses a problem: for any particular application of a process algebra how can
an appropriate model be selected? In this paper the problem is addressed for an example application of the  -calculus of Milner, Parrow and Walker [MPW92], primarily in order to see how far it is possible to argue, from facts about the application,
that some model is the most appropriate. The application is the Pict programming
language, based on the  -calculus, of Pierce and Turner [PT97]. We consider models that are quotients of the terms by congruence relations defined using notions of
observation. The core of the paper is devoted to defining a notion of observation
that can be seen to be appropriate for Pict. We discuss in detail the interactions between an actual Pict implementation and a user, together with their relationship to
the structured operational semantics (SOS). This discussion is, in the absence of a
semantics for the implementation language, necessarily informal. We then incorporate a number of simple but essential facts about the interactions into a formal model,
giving precise definitions of a class of abstract machines and of a notion of observation suitable for defining abstract machine correctness. These are used to define an
appropriate observational precongruence. We prove that a sample abstract machine
is indeed correct and give some characterisation results, relating the observational
preorder and precongruence to standard notions of testing and bisimulation.
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Some of the discussion and technical work is necessarily specific to Pict. Much,
however, should be applicable to other concurrent programming languages that do
not prescribe a particular implementation scheduling strategy, for example Facile
[TLK96], CML [Rep92], Concurrent Haskell [JGF96], and the Join calculus [FG96].
To define what is a correct abstract machine one must specify the required relationship between the LTS semantics of programs, as given by a  -calculus structured
operational semantics, and their behaviour when executed. It is thus an essential
part of the language definition, together with definitions of the syntax, type system,
SOS and libraries. It must satisfy three rather pragmatic criteria. Firstly, it must be
strong enough to give programmers sufficient guarantees about the behaviour of programs. Secondly, it must be loose enough to admit any ‘reasonable’ implementation
and ‘reasonable’ compiler optimisations. Thirdly, it must be sufficiently mathematically tractable to allow correctness proofs for abstract machines and program transformations to be carried out. Our approach to defining abstract machine correctness is as follows. In x2 we introduce Pict and discuss informally the relationship
between the SOS and implementation behaviour. The current implementation compiles a Pict program to a C program which is then compiled and executed. In x3 we
give an operational model of the interaction between such a C program and the operating system which forms its immediate environment. We then give an analogous
model of the interaction between the LTS semantics of programs given by the SOS
and an environment. In x4 we relate the two, defining abstract machine correctness
via an adaptation of the testing preorder of De Nicola and Hennessy [DH84] (we show
that the standard notion is inappropriate). We also give a sample abstract machine,
closely based on the current implementation, and prove it correct. Finally in x5 we
consider program transformation, defining an observational preorder, giving some
examples and proving that the induced precongruence is refined by a simple notion
of bisimulation.
There is an extensive theoretical literature discussing behavioural equivalences of
process calculi that are induced by some kind of tests or observations of processes,
e.g. [HM80, Mil81, DH84, Hoa85, Abr87, AV93, Gla90, Gla93, San93]. The argument that the testing scenario we adopt is appropriate for Pict relies on some essential differences between Pict and any process calculus considered only in the abstract.
Firstly, Pict is a programming language, with a fixed interpretation of nondeterminism (as a loose specification of the required implementation behaviour). It is not a
modelling or simulation language, which would fix other interpretations, or a pure
process calculus, which would not be committed to any interpretation. Secondly,
Pict is implemented and used. There are clear intuitions for the intended use of the
language and the behaviour of ‘reasonable’ implementations that can be appealed
to. Further, there are libraries providing specific primitives by which a Pict program
can interact with its immediate environment. The behaviour of these primitives in
any reasonable implementation is well understood, giving us a solid foundation upon
which to base our formal model and argue for its accuracy.

2 Pict: SOS and Implementation
Pict has a rich type system and high level syntax. This syntax is translated (in both
the semantics and the implementation) into a core syntax which is a mild extension
of an asynchronous choice-free  -calculus. For discussion of the design decisions underlying Pict, and of the implementation issues, we refer the reader to [PT97] and
[Tur96]. For this paper we are largely concerned with the behaviour of whole programs. These interact with their environment only by communicating on channels
(provided by the libraries) of rather simple types. We work with an idealized Pict,
taking only these rather simple types and only the core syntax. In fact, we omit also
nested tuples, records and polymorphic packages from the core, and add an equality
test at base types (to replace library routines providing case analysis). These idealizations should not significantly affect the behaviours expressible by whole programs.
We take an infinite set X , of names, with  62 X , and a set T , of base types provided by the libraries (including e.g. the naturals), ranged over by t. The types are
given by T ::= t j !hT1 ; : : : ; Tn i j?hT1 ; : : : ; Tn i j lhT1 ; : : : ; Tn i. The latter three are
the types of names (or channels) along which a program can respectively output, input, and output or input tuples of names, of types T1 ; : : : ; Tn . We write ~T for a tuple
T1 ; : : : ; Tn . We order types by , which is the least preorder such that l ~T  ! ~T and
l ~T ?~T . This is simply a notational convenience, we will not have substantive subtyping. Type contexts are partial functions from X to types with X dom( ) infinite.
We write ;  for the union of partial functions and  with disjoint domains and
X dom( ) dom() infinite. Process terms are

P ::= 0 xh~zi x(~y):P ! x(~y):P P j P (y : T )P [x = z]P
where x; y; z 2 X and ~z ;~y 2 X  . The names ~y and y bind in the respective continuation process P . Here and below we suppose ~y contains no duplicated names.

Process terms are taken up to alpha conversion. The typing rules, defining a judgement ` P to be read as ‘P is typable with respect to , structural congruence,
written , and SOS are given in Figure 1. The SOS is similar to the ‘early’ definition of Sangiorgi [San93]. It differs in that it defines transitions of process terms
equipped with a type context instead of partitioning the names into a subset for
each type. This removes the need for side conditions on the free names of processes
and simplifies the definitions of operational equivalences, as processes need only be
compared with respect to the same type context. The labels, ranged over by , are
f xh~zi j x 2 X ^ ~z 2 X  g [ f xh~zi j x 2 X ^ ~z 2 X  g [ f g. The names of a label are
n(xh~z i) = fxg [ ~z , n(xh~z i) = fxg [ ~z and n( ) = fg. We define transition relations

` P !Q

` P , the type context  contains names only at channel types, dom( ) \
dom() = fg, and Q is a process term. Intuitively  is the type context for the
where

new names intruded or extruded by the transition (in the absence of subtyping 
is determined by the other data). For example, if = xhz i and  = fz : lhig the
transition above corresponds to a transition of [San93] with label (z )xhz i, where z
would be a name in the lhi partition.

` P !Q then ;  ` Q. Moreover, dom() 
n( ), if = xh~z i then (x)  !( ; )(~z ) and if = xh~z i then (x)  ?( ; )(~z ).
!Q then ` P 0 !Q.
Proposition 2 (C ONG -L) If P 0  P and ` P 

Proposition 1 (Subject reduction) If

The current Pict libraries provide a rich set of primitives for interacting with Unix and
the X window system. They are made available to programs by providing a pervasive
type context p of certain channels along which a program can input and/or output.
This includes, for example, a channel print : !hStringi on which a program can output strings. The implementation will send these to standard output. Programs are
process terms P such that p ` P .
We now briefly describe the behaviour of the current Pict implementation. After type
checking a Pict program is compiled to a C program which is then executed as a single
Unix process. The implementation is thus sequential — the intended use of concurrency in Pict is for expressiveness, not for distributed or parallel programming (work
on distribution is in progress). It maintains a state consisting of a run queue of processes to be scheduled (round robin) together with channel queues of processes waiting to communicate. It executes in steps, in each of which the process at the front of
the run queue is removed and processed. This internal behaviour of the implementation is described by Turner in [Tur96, Ch. 7] and incorporated into the abstract
machine given in x4. When an output or input on a library channel reaches the front
of the run queue some special processing takes place. For many library channels this
consists of a single call to a corresponding Unix IO routine. For example, processing
printh“Ping”i involves an invocation of the C library call printf( : : : ). There are a
number of facts that must be taken into account in order to accurately formalise a
model of implementations and relate it to the SOS. We discuss them informally here,
incorporating them into precise definitions in the following two sections.
Linear/Branching time The Pict SOS is nondeterministic. Any realistic implementation will be largely deterministic, however, as requiring that any nondeterministic
path may be taken (stochastically, or as determined by an oracle) has a prohibitive
performance cost for a programming language. Nonetheless, we do not wish to prescribe a particular scheduling strategy, as that would unduly prevent compiler optimisations. The SOS must therefore be regarded as a loose specification of the required implementation behaviour, so any definition of implementation correctness
based on branching time, such as any notion of bisimulation, would render realistic
implementations ‘incorrect’. Moreover, the strong forms of copying required to observe branching time distinctions [Mil81, Abr87] are not applicable to executing Pict
implementations. One could, of course, examine an executing Pict implementation
with a machine-level debugger. This would reveal many implementation-dependent
details which the programmer and the language definition should abstract from, so
we regard it as outside the intended use of the language.
Non-refusable communication All interaction between a Pict implementation and
the operating system (which forms its immediate environment) occurs via invocations of C library calls, such as printf( : : : ), by the implementation. These calls cannot be ‘refused’ by the operating system and their return cannot be ‘refused’ by the
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Figure 1: Typing, structural congruence and structured operational semantics. Symmetrical versions of PAR and C OM are omitted.

implementation.
Blocking communication A Pict implementation should satisfy the following
progress criterion: if a Pict program has at least one possible transition, i.e. a transition that is either an external input for which a value is available, an external output
or an internal communication, then the implementation should perform one of the
corresponding steps in a reasonable time. Now, some C library calls can potentially
never return, e.g. getchar() if no characters become available. Such calls should
therefore not be invoked unless either they can be guaranteed to return or the Pict
program has no possible transitions. Consider, for example, the putative program
(getchar(c):0 j printh“Ping”i). An implementation should guarantee that the “Ping”
is printed and so must not call getchar() first unless a character is available. (In fact
we will consider only the most interesting potentially non-returning library call, for
getting events from the X window system. Dealing with the others should not involve
significant complication.)
External nondeterminism A C program cannot simultaneously ‘offer’ two library
calls for the operating system to select between. An accurate model of implementations must therefore forbid external nondeterminism.
Termination When a Pict program terminates, i.e. when it has no more transitions
in the SOS, the implementation Unix process terminates, typically returning the user
to a Unix shell prompt. The user is therefore concerned with the termination of programs, despite the fact that there is no Pict language context that can ‘detect’ termination of an arbitrary subprogram.
Divergence Pict programs may diverge, i.e. have an infinite sequence of internal actions in the SOS. The user is concerned with the distinction between programs that
diverge and programs that do not. Moreover, we cannot simply regard divergence as
catastrophic, identifying divergent programs that are otherwise significantly different [Hoa85, Wal88]. To do so would allow an implementation to behave arbitrarily
for any divergent program, which would be unduly confusing, particularly for programs which are unintentionally divergent. The testing scenario must therefore be
divergence-sensitive.
Compositionality Much work on process calculi has been concerned with defining
behavioural relations with good mathematical properties, e.g. congruence properties, axiomatisations, and coinductive characterisations. For this paper we take the
problem of the development of tractable proof techniques to be secondary to that of
giving a good language definition for Pict, although it must ultimately influence the
language design. Now, Pict subprograms can only be composed (by parallel composition etc.) before they are compiled and only have behaviour when they are compiled
and executing. There is therefore no reason to include congruence properties in the
definition of correct program transformation, so it will be expressed simply in terms
of a preorder over whole programs. For reasoning about particular programs one will
obviously be concerned with observational precongruence, defined to be the largest
precongruence contained in this preorder, and might ideally like a direct characterisation of it. We expect, however, that many program transformations are correct
up to rather fine equivalences (see e.g. [PW96, NP96]) so for many purposes it will

be preferable to have congruences with simple coinductive definitions that can be
shown to be finer than observational precongruence.
X events Communication from the X window system to a C program, e.g. notification
of mouse clicks, takes place via X events. These are generated and buffered within
X. Two C library routines are provided; XPending returns the number of events in
the buffer and XNextEvent returns the first available event. The latter may block, so
access to it should not be provided directly to Pict programs (otherwise the progress
criterion above will not be satisfiable). We therefore assume that access to X events
is provided to Pict programs via a library channel getXEvent. Inputs on this channel
should not block the implementation unless there are no possible transitions.
Asynchrony Pict is based on an asynchronous  -calculus, in which outputs do
not have continuation processes. This means that explicit acknowledgement signals must be used to control the sequencing of external IO. For example, instead
” or
of the program printh“Hello”i j printh“World”i, which could output “HelloWorld

“WorldHello”, one can write (a : lhi) prh“Hello”; ai j a():printh“World”i . Here pr is
a channel of type !hString; lhii provided by the libraries. An implementation executing the subprogram prh“Hello”; ai must invoke the appropriate C library call and also
add an acknowledgement ahi to the program.
Fairness This paper leaves fairness properties for future work. Substantial effort has
gone into ensuring that the current implementation is reasonably fair, as this is necessary for some natural programs. A good definition of implementation correctness
should, therefore, require that the implementation is fair in some precise sense. One
could also give a more accurate model of the interaction of a user and an implementation by taking the composition jj , defined in x3, to be a fair composition. In the
distributed case the appropriate fairness properties will be more subtle, as will the
issues of compositionality and external nondeterminism.

3 Implementation Model and Test Harnesses
In this section we give an abstract operational semantics of C programs, their environments, and the interactions between them. We define a class of models of the
behaviour of C programs, ranged over by C , a test harness Ham ( ) for these models, a
class of models of the environments of C programs, ranged over by E , and a composition jj of an environment and a C behaviour in the test harness. The behaviour of
a composition E jj Ham (C ) thus models the behaviour of an actual implementation.
We then define a test harness Hsos ( ) for Pict programs with the SOS semantics so that
any Hsos (P ) and Ham (C ) are comparable. The definitions are given explicitly, rather
than by encoding into some calculus, so that the facts from x2 can be incorporated
directly.
We suppose that a C program and its environment can only interact in two ways.
Firstly, the program can invoke an operating system (OS) routine, e.g. by executing
a statement y = f(a) for an OS routine f that takes an argument a and returns a
result to be stored in y. Arguments and results may be values of some C structured

types. We will assume that arguments and results are elements of the Pict base types,
and so associate a pair of base types to each OS routine. This is obviously a major
idealization for arbitrary C programs — we are not dealing with communication via
shared memory or callback functions. For Pict implementations, however, it does not
appear to be too serious. Secondly, the program can terminate by executing a statement return. A C program is single-threaded, so while an OS routine is executing
the rest of the program is blocked. We can therefore model the program by a labelled
transition system in which a single transition models a complete invocation of an OS
routine.
We suppose, for each base type t 2 T , a non-empty set jtj of its values. We assume
that fUnit; Nat; XEventg  T , jUnitj = fg and jNatj = N . For technical simplicity
we treat return as an OS routine of type hUnit; Uniti. We use an ‘early’ LTS and do
not distinguish input and output labels. We take a C interface type context to be
a finite partial function from X to pairs of base types. The labels over a C interface
type context are L( ) = f xha; r i j (x) = hA; Ri ^ a 2 jAj ^ r 2 jRj g [ f g.
We take a labelled transition system S over a C interface type context (a -LTS) to
l
consist of a set of states S , an initial state root(S ) 2 S , and transitions !  S  S
for l 2 L( ).
We will treat most OS routines uniformly,
taking an arbitrary
C interface type context
u (strictly, with dom( u ) not intersecting
freturn; XPending; XNextEvent; XInsertEventg).
X
events
Letting
and return must be treated specially, however.
c be
u ; return :hUnit; Uniti; XPending :hUnit; Nati; XNextEvent :hUnit; XEventi, a C
program behaviour will be modelled by a c -LTS. For f :hA; Ri 2 c , a 2 jAj and
r 2 jRj a transition cf a;r
! c0 will model an invocation by the program in state c, of
OS routine f, with argument a, returning result r , and with c0 being the program
state in which r has been returned.
h

i

Definition A C-behaviour C is a c -LTS satisfying conditions
f a;r
f a;r
1. If f :hA; Ri 2 c and c ! c1 then 8r 0 2 jRj : 9c0 : c !
h

4.



h

0

c0 .

i

return) return ; 0
! c then c0 6 !.
!
L( c return)
If root(C )
! c then c !.
l1
2
If c !
c1 and c l!
c2 =
6 c1 then either l1 = l2 =  or 9f; a; r1; r2 : l1 = f ha; r1 i ^
6 r2 .
l2 = f ha; r2 i ^ r1 =

2. If root(C )
3.

L(

i

c

h

i

The conditions reflect the facts that a C program cannot ‘refuse’ a particular result
value; that after an execution of return a C program has no behaviour; that a C
program cannot ‘halt’ and that a C program cannot simultaneously ‘offer’ two OS
routine calls for the OS to select between. It is arguable that one should also forbid
internal nondeterminism (up to strong bisimilarity).
In order to compare a C-behaviour and the Pict SOS some semantic mismatches between them, involving X events, asynchrony and termination, must be addressed.

Simply relating transitions labelled XNextEventh; ev i of C-behaviours to transitions
labelled getXEventhev i of the Pict SOS would have two undesirable consequences.
Firstly, it would allow an implementation to be ‘correct’ even though it could invoke
XNextEvent with no events available and with other steps possible (hence not satisfying the progress criterion). Secondly, it would render some reasonable implementations, that get and internally buffer X events before the executing Pict program
can input them, ‘incorrect’. Instead, therefore, we will compare C-behaviours and
the SOS in test harnesses that include explicit models of the X event buffer, allowing
the OS to insert events at any time and a C-behaviour or SOS to remove events using
their respective internal interfaces to the buffer. The test harness for C-behaviours is
as follows, in which e is u ; return :hUnit; Uniti; XInsertEvent :hXEvent; Uniti, we
write jevsj for the length of the list evs and write ev :: evs and evs :: ev for the
concatenation of the list evs with the singleton list ev .
Definition For a C-behaviour C we define Ham (C ) to be the e -LTS with states fg[
f evs; c j evs 2 jXEventj ^ c 2 C g, root hnil; root(C )i and transitions

cx a;r
! c0 x 2 dom( u )
evs; cx a;r
! evs; c0
h

c !c0
evs; c !evs; c0

i

h

i

creturn!; c0
evs; creturn!; 
h

i

h

i

;ev 0
cXNextEvent
!
c
cXPending!;jevsj c0

evs; cXInsertEvent
! ev; (evs :: ev); c evs; c !evs; c0 (ev :: evs); c !evs; c0
h

h

i

h

i

i

The environment of a C program, comprising Unix, the X window system (without
its event buffer), a terminal etc., will also be modelled by an e -LTS. Its transitions
model invocations by the program of non-X-event library routines, the program’s final return and the insertion of events into the buffer by X.
Definition An environment E is a e -LTS satisfying

L(

1. If root(E )
0 x a;r

return)
!
e then 8x :hA; Ri 2 (

! e0 .

jRj ; e : e
L( e return) return ;
If root(E )
! e then e 6 !.
!
h

2.



e
i

h

e

XInsertEvent) : 8a 2 jAj : 9r 2

i

Condition 1 reflects the fact that Unix cannot ‘refuse’ a particular argument value of
an OS routine call, or a return. Condition 2 reflects the fact that after an execution of
return the environment has no further interaction with the program. The model of
interactions between C programs and their environments is completed by a parallel
composition operator:
Definition For an environment E and a e -LTS H we define E jj H to be the fg-LTS
with states pairs e; h of states of E and H , root hroot(E ); root(H )i and transitions
e !e0
h !h0
ex a;r
! e0  hx0 a;r
!0 h0
0
0
h

i

h

e; h !e ; h

i

e; h !e ; h

e; h !e; h

Turning to the SOS, the pervasive Pict type context p will be taken to have a name
x : !hA; lhRii for each x :hA; Ri in u, together with getXEvent : ?hXEventi and a

x : t for each base type t 2 T and x 2 jtj. In example programs the types
!hA; lhUnitii and !hA; lhii will be confused. The test harness for the SOS must inname

clude a model of the X event buffer, must detect termination and must generate acknowledgements for asynchronous external IO.
Definition For a program

f evs; P 0 j evs 2 jXEventj

sitions

x a;y

we define Hsos (P ) to be the e -LTS with states fg [
and P 0 is a -class of programs g, root hnil; P i and tran-

P

p ` P1 y : lh!Ri Q

r 2 jRj
evs; P1 x a;r
! evs; (y : lhRi)(yhri j Q)
h

h

i
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` P1 fg!P2
p ` P1 6 !

evs; P1 !evs; P2 evs; P1 return!; 
getXEvent ev
p ` P1
fg! P2
(ev :: evs); P1 !evs; P2
p

h

h
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h
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4 Testing
We would like to describe, to programmers and implementers, the behaviour of correct Pict implementations in terms of the SOS. The desired intuition is:
An implementation is correct if, for all programs P , a user interacting with the implementation running P cannot tell that he/she is not interacting with the LTS semantics
of P given by the SOS.
To formalise ‘user interacting with ... cannot tell ...’ we consider the environments of
x3 to be modelling the user of a Pict system, together with a terminal, Unix, and all of
X except its event buffer. As the user is also the pertinent observer of the combined
system, we can take observations based on changes of environment state. Letting
H range over e-LTS’s of the forms Ham(C ) and Hsos (P ), for C-behaviours C and
programs P , and he; hi range over states of E jj H , we define:
def
he; hi * he0 ; h0 i ,
e = e0 ^ he; hi !he0 ; h0 i
def
he; hi + he0 ; h0 i ,
e 6= e0 ^ he; hi !he0 ; h0 i
def
he; hi *+* he0; h0 i
he; hi +
+he0 ; h0 i ,

As discussed in x2 the definitions of correctness should be linear time and sensitive to
termination and divergence. We therefore take tests o to be hE;~e; pari, hE;~e; termi,
hE;~e; divi and hE; e~i, where E is an environment, ~e 2 E  and e~ 2 E ! . We define a
may-testing preorder v as follows.

H may hE;~e; pari
H may hE;~e; termi
H may hE;~e; divi
H may hE; e~i
H v H0

def
,
def
,
def
,
def
,
def
,

9~h : hroot(E ); root(H )i +
+he1 ; h1 i : : : +
+hen ; hn i
9~h : hroot(E ); root(H )i +
+::: +
+hen; hn i * 6 !
9~h : hroot(E ); root(H )i +
+::: +
+hen; hn i *!
9h~ : hroot(E ); root(H )i +
+he1 ; h1 i +
+he2 ; h2 i : : :
8o : H may o ) H 0 may o

Finally we can give our central definition:
Definition An abstract machine M is a function from programs to C-behaviours. It
is correct if for all programs P we have Ham (M (P )) v Hsos (P ).

We now briefly discuss v and some conceivable alternatives. It is perhaps the finest
appropriate notion. There are two obvious ways in which its definition could be
weakened, by amalgamating the termination and divergence tests and by omitting
the infinite tests. We have chosen not to do either, as we expect that any reasonable
abstract machine will be correct up to the stronger notion given (this is supported
by Theorem 1 below). We therefore might as well provide programmers with the
stronger guarantees about behaviour. The preorder is not affected by the omission
of the tests hE;~e; pari. It can be given a direct characterization as an annotated trace
k def   k  
inclusion. For k 2 L( e ) f g we take =) = ! ! ! as usual.
1
n  
trdead (H ) def
= f k1 : : : kn j 9h : root(H )=k)
: : : =k)
!h
l
^ :9l 2 L( e XInsertEvent) : h !g
1
n  !
trdiv (H ) def
= f k1 : : : kn j root(H )=k)
: : : =k)
! g
def
k1 k2
trinf (H ) = f k1 k2 : : : j root(H )=)=) : : : g

Proposition 3

H v H 0 iff 8 2 fdead; div; inf g : tr(H )  tr(H 0).

The proof of this uses standard techniques, involving discriminating environments
constructed from traces over L( e ) f g. The preorder v is intuitively closely related to the annotated trace inclusions of Hoare [Hoa85] and the testing of De Nicola
and Hennessy [DH84]. We give an exact comparison with the latter. Instantiating
p
their definitions, say a DH-test d is a pair hE; i of an environment E and set of ‘sucp
cessful’ states  E . Letting e0 = root(E ):
def
H may hE; pi ,
9e 2 p; h : he0 ; root(H )i !he; hi
p
def
H must hE; pi ,
he0 ; root(H )i ! : : : !hen ; hn i 6 ! ) 9i 2 0::n
:
e
i
p
^ he0 ; root(H )i !he1 ; h1 i ! : : : ) 9i  0 : ei

def
8d : H may d ) H 0 may d
H vDH may H 0 ,
def
H vDH must H 0 ,
8d : H must d ) H 0 must d
1
It is straightforward to check that v ((vDH may \ vDH
must). For forwards musttesting, however, one has v6vDH must. Moreover, including forwards must-testing

would render reasonable abstract machines ‘incorrect’, e.g. abstract machines that,
given the program (x : lhi)(xhi j x():0 j x():(y : lhi)(y hi j ! y ():y hi)), always return.

One could imagine taking tests based on Pict contexts (following e.g. [Hen91,
BD95]) rather than on our test harnesses and jj. It is hard to see how the facts about
Pict could be introduced, particularly given that termination detection is required.
More generally, there is no reason to suppose that the interactions between a Pict implementation and its environment are of the same kind as the interactions between
two Pict subprograms. Several authors have considered restricting to observations

that are in some sense effective. A user may indeed only be concerned with effective real time properties of implementations, however we do not wish to incorporate
these properties into the language definition. We must therefore either allow ‘infinite’ observations or neglect divergence despite the fact that users are concerned
with it.
We give an example abstract machine M1 , closely based on the actual Pict implementation, in Figure 2. It has states h ; rq ; cqsi consisting of a type context , a run
queue rq and a collection of channel queues cqs. The rules for internal transitions
follow those of Turner [Tur96, Ch. 7], although without certain optimisations. For
external communication X is polled periodically for new X events (whenever the token X reaches the front of the run queue). The rules ensure that no potentially blocking XNextEvent call is performed except when all processes are waiting for an event,
in which case a blocking call is made (to avoid busy-waiting). Other non-blocking
IO occurs immediately, and the machine returns when there are no processes left in
the run queue or left waiting for X events.
Theorem 1

M1 is a correct abstract machine.

The proof of this uses a decompilation function from states of Ham (M1 (P )) to states
of Hsos (P ), using which one can prove that Ham (M1 (P )) simulates (in a specialised
sense that refines v) Hsos (P ). The treatment of events and divergence is delicate;
the rest is reasonably straightforward (as one would hope, as M1 is not optimised).

5 The Observational Precongruence
The same testing scenario can be used to define an observational preorder over programs that is appropriate as a standard of correctness for program transformations,
such as those considered by Jones [Jon96], Philippou and Walker [PW96], and Nestmann and Pierce [NP96]. The desired intuition is:
A program P can be transformed to a program P 0 if, for all correct abstract machines
M , a user interacting with Ham(M (P 0 )) cannot tell that he/she is not interacting with
Hsos (P ).

_ over programs, where P &_ P 0
This is formalised by the observational preorder &
iff for all correct abstract machines M we have Ham (M (P 0 )) v Hsos (P ). (Transitivity requires a brief argument.) The observational preorder reflects the real_ \ &_ 1 )
ities of Pict implementations, with for example (x : lhi)prh“Ping”; xi (&
(x : lhi)(prh“Ping”; xi j x():x():P ), (x : lhi)(xhi j x():0 j x():prh“Ping”; xi) &_ 0 and
(x : lhi)prh“Ping”; xi6&_ 0. These confirm that &_ differs from standard -calculus notions. As correctness does not fix a particular scheduling strategy, a correct abstract
machine may have completely different behaviour when executing structurally con_ . Further, different correct abstract magruent programs, let alone those related by &
chines may behave completely differently when executing the same program. A programmer should therefore only write programs for which any execution path (from

S TATES : h ; rq ; cqsi where
is a finite type context with names only at channel types such that
–
–
–
–
–
–

dom( p ) \ dom( ) = fg
0 = ( p getXEvent); getXEvent : lhXEventi
p
outs(x; ) = f xh~z i j 0p ; ` xh~z i g+
ins(x; ) = (f x(~y):P j 0p ; ` x(~y):P g [ f ! x(~y):P j 0p ; ` ! x(~y):P g)+
rq 2 (fX; X0 g [ f P j 0p; ` P g)
cqs 2 x 2 dom( ) [ fgetXEventg : fnilg [ outs(x; ) [ ins(x; )

I NITIAL

STATE:

root(M1 (P0 )) def
= hfg ; P0 :: X :: nil ; fgetXEvent 7! nilgi.

T RANSITIONS :

h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

; 0 :: rq ; cqsi
; xh~zi :: rq ; cqs; x 7! x(~y):P :: cqi
; xh~zi :: rq ; cqs; x 7! ! x(~y):P :: cqi
; xh~zi :: rq ; cqs; x 7! cqi
; x(~y):P :: rq ; cqs; x 7! xh~zi:P :: cqi
; x(~y):P :: rq ; cqs; x 7! cqi
; ! x(~y):P :: rq ; cqs; x 7! xh~zi:P :: cqi
; ! x(~y):P :: rq ; cqs; x 7! cqi
; (P j Q) :: rq ; cqsi
; (x : T )P :: rq ; cqsi
; [x = x]P :: rq ; cqsi
; [x = y]P :: rq ; cqsi

h ; xha; yi :: rq ; cqsi
h
h
h
h
h

; X :: P :: rq ; cqsi
; X :: P :: rq ; cqsi
; X0 :: P :: rq ; cqsi
; X :: nil ; cqsi
; X :: nil ; cqsi

! h ; rq ; cqsi
! h ; rq :: P [~z=~y] ; cqs; x 7! cqi

!
h ; rq :: P [~z=~y] :: ! x ~y :P ; cqs; x 7! cqi

! h ; rq ; cqs; x 7! cq :: xh~zii
1

!
h
; rq :: P [~z=~y] ; cqs; x 7! cqi

! h ; rq ; cqs; x 7! cq :: x ~y :P i
2

! h ; rq :: P [~z=~y] :: ! x ~y :P ; cqs; x 7! cqi

! h ; rq ; cqs; x 7! cq :: ! x ~y :P i
2

!
h
; rq :: P :: Q ; cqsi

! h( ; x : T ) ; rq :: P ; cqs; x 7! nili 3

! h ; rq :: P ; cqsi

! h ; rq ; cqsi
4




( )

( )

( )

( )

! h ; rq :: yhri ; cqsi

xha;r i

5

! h ; P :: rq :: X ; cqsi
!
h ; X0 :: P :: rq ; cqsi
;ev
!
h ; getXEventhevi :: P :: rq :: X ; cqsi
;ev
!
h ; getXEventhevi :: X :: nil ; cqsi 6
 ;
7
! h ; nil ; cqsi
Side conditions 1: cq 62 ins(x; ), 2: cq 62 outs(x; ), 3: x 62 dom( ; ), 4: x 6= y ,
5: (x) = !hA; lhRii ^ r 2 jRj, 6: cqs(getXEvent) 2 ins(getXEvent; ),
7: cqs(getXEvent) 62 ins(getXEvent; ).
XPendingh;0i

XPendingh;n+1i

XNextEventh

i

XNextEventh

i

returnh

i

p

p

Figure 2: The abstract machine M1 executing a program P0

those given by the SOS) would be acceptable. This is obviously problematic, accentuating the need for formal development techniques and the identification of well
behaved (especially, confluent) idioms.
The observational preorder induces an observational precongruence & and hence a
term model for Pict. Say a typed precongruence > is a family of relations, indexed by
type contexts, such that each > is an preorder over f P j ` P g and > satisfies
the evident congruence rules. & is defined to be the largest typed precongruence
_ . We conclude by giving a typed congruence with a tractable defsuch that & p  &
inition that refines & and may suffice for many program transformations. Further
work should take into account the asynchronous nature of Pict and a larger fragment of its type system, building on [ACS96, PS96]. Say weak divergence bisimula_ , is the largest type context indexed family of relations such that each
tion, written 
_ is a symmetric relation over f P j ` P g and, for all P _ Q: if ` P !P 0
^ 0
then 9Q0 : ` Q=
)
Q ^ P 0 _ ; Q0 and if ` P fg!! then ` Q fg!! , where
^ def  
^ def  
=)
= fg! ! fg! , for 6=  , and =fg)
= fg! . We define  by P  Q iff for all
substitutions [~z =~y ], such that 8i :

(zi ) = (yi ), we have P [~z =~y] _ Q[~z =~y ].

 is a typed congruence.
  &.

Proposition 4
Theorem 2
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